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It allows students to perceive the elements of 
human and physical geography and gives them the 
independent, analytic and character skills to achieve 
it. Geography contributes to academic and social 
development, as students feel a sense of importance 
and responsibility, as they understand how the world 
is connected and the importance of how one element 
is shaped by another.  In our diverse society, where 
our world is becoming a global village, exploring is 
now more important than ever before.  Therefore, 
as teachers, we aim to inspire values, ethics and 
responsibilities into our students, which can be used 
to create their own ideas both in and outside the 
classroom, which will allow them to make informed 
decisions as global citizens.

The curriculum adapts to the ongoing and future 
geographical issues surrounding us.  It follows 
a timeline of people and place and allows these 
connections to portray a real sense of purpose for 
the need of learning knowledge, concepts and skills.  
Each topic will help shine a light on current themes, 
allowing students to develop their understanding 
and analytical skills to evaluate and interpret the rich 
knowledge. 

As a department, we strive to create a lifelong love 
of geography, which creates well-rounded global 
citizens who are prepared for society - locally and 
globally. 

KS3
Geography national curriculum - A high-quality 
geography education should inspire in pupils a 
curiosity and fascination about the world and its 
people that will remain with them for the rest of their 
lives.  Teaching should equip pupils with knowledge 
about diverse places, people, resources and natural 
and human environments, together with a deep 
understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human 
processes.

Our Vision: Geography aims to stimulate in our students, a 
passion and sense of curiosity about people and places from 
local to global locations.

geogrAphy

How the world is connected
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Year 7
What? Why?
The UK & Map Skills The essence of geography comes back to space and place.  Students are required to be able to locate 

the major continents and oceans and pin point where the UK and Manchester/Oldham are on a variety 
of maps to have a sense of belonging.  With technology moving forward, map skills are a traditional 
element of geography that will be developed through the 5-year overview and into later life.  They allow 
students to have the opportunity of environmentally curiosity, which can allow the discovery of new 
places.  The scheme also ends with touching on population, to show students why they are linked to 
Oldham and why they live here.

Natural Hazards The same 4 layers of the earth link everyone together to one place – Planet Earth.  With this is mind, 
it is important for students to learn of the physical processes that impact people elsewhere to gather 
an understanding of the challenges (and opportunities) people live through.  Natural hazards portray 
geography as a science, as we discover the main cause of all physical processes and how it links to 
people.  Natural hazards allows curiosity of Year 7 students and opens up geography content with 
fascinating examples of hazards worldwide. 

Weather & Climate Oldham experiences a variety of weather as a sunny morning turns into a downpour of rain.  The UK 
experiences vast extreme weather, which can impact us socially/economically.  When students walk 
into school every morning asking ‘why is it raining’, ‘why is it so cold’ and ‘it’s so sunny today’ – it is 
exciting and interesting to teach our students ‘why’.  This then links on to the Year 8 students with 
climate change, with extreme weather constantly.  Weather and climate also portrays that there is a 
variety of climates globally which all present a different lifestyle that students can access in the future. 

Development This scheme allows students to understand and delve into the diverse lifestyles of different 
communities. Development is something that our students experience as there is a gap between South 
Manchester and the North (Oldham).  Students need to be aware of what can cause the development 
gap local/global and how can individuals and politicians try to close this gap.  Malawi and Singapore are 
used for case studies to broaden the South East Asian cultural knowledge and expand content around 
further countries.  

Rivers Linking on from the previous weather topic – Rivers bring reality to Oldham students within geography 
classes as we are surrounded by sources, which venture out around the country.  Physical processes in 
the UK are so engaging as we look at national and global landforms (waterfalls, gorges etc…).  We think 
it is important for students to learn the features that surround them, which can deepen their curiosity of 
visiting national parks located in the North-West of England.

Study Of Africa A continent with 54 countries or one big country?  The misconceptions of Africa are deeply rooted into 
the students of Oldham, focusing on traditional LIC views of the continent.  This scheme looks into 
one of the most diverse continents physically, socially and economically to prove any misconceptions 
wrong.  We have chosen Kenya as a case study to portray an African country, which is culturally and 
physically so different to our own. 
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Year 8
What? Why?
Climate Change Climate change impacts us all.  This scheme allows students to see the fluctuations of climate change 

over the years. It links the local/national causes that we are all responsible for, with the global causes 
that we play a part in without even realising.  The effects of climate change can have positive and 
negative impacts on the world we live in, as the current generation will soon be the generation affected 
the most, no matter where they live. 

Ecosystems Living in an urban environment with a lack of vegetation, animals and biomes – ecosystems allows Year 
8 to get a sense of the different physical biomes out there.  Ranging from tropical rainforests to the 
savannah, ecosystems brings a curiosity of animal and plant adaptations to Oldham.

Urbanisation Oldham experiences a variety of weather as a sunny morning turns into a downpour of rain.  The UK 
experiences vast extreme weather, which can impact us socially/economically.  When students walk 
into school every morning asking ‘why is it raining’, ‘why is it so cold’ and ‘it’s so sunny today’ – it is 
exciting and interesting to teach our students ‘why’.  This then links on to the Year 8 students with 
climate change, with extreme weather constantly.  Weather and climate also portrays that there is a 
variety of climates globally which all present a different lifestyle that students can access in the future. 

Coasts Oldham lies on the urban rural fringe between Manchester city centre and the Peak District.  This topic 
gives students a sense of place, as they understand the human influences of Oldham town and how 
they link to both urban and rural landscapes focusing on urban growth.  The case study Mumbai has 
been chosen to broaden the cultural knowledge of the world, using a city, which is deeply populated 
and lives in a context completely different to ours. 

Resource Management The scheme allows the students to delve in further than just Blackpool and see how many of our UK 
citizens use and rely on the coasts for a source of income and social entertainment.  This allows the 
students to work on prior knowledge from trips to Blackpool etc.  It gives student’s the visual aid and 
knowledge to want to visit the coasts of the British isles and know the reason why it looks so beautiful.  
For students in Oldham, this is an opportunity to see where their families could visit/travel to without 
flying abroad.

Study Of The Middle 
East

With the Middle East booming economically and socially, it is rarely focused on in Geography with Africa 
and Asia being a priority.  The Middle East is changing how we link culture, money and society together 
with the current affair of oil exploitation.  This topic is a great opportunity to look into countries that we 
do not study at GCSE and are becoming hot spots for tourist opportunities. 
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KS4
Geography AQA curriculum - This exciting course 
is based on a balanced framework of physical and 
human geography.  It allows students to investigate 
the link between the two themes, and approach and 
examine the battles between the man-made and 
natural worlds.

Year 9
What? Why?
Natural Hazards Natural hazards in Year 9 develops on the subject knowledge they learnt in Year 7. 

We focus on a variety of case studies, to gather an understanding of how different developed countries 
respond to hazards differently, which can unfortunately have life threating impacts.  It allows students to 
see the negative side of geographical process, as humans have no control over the natural and weather 
hazards.  It also ends with a deep dive into climate change as the students have more independence to 
start linking their social choices to the causes of climate change and can learn of the importance that 
Student A from Oldham has the same responsibility as Full time worker A from New York.

Natural Hazards

Ecosystems Even though the UK/Oldham is such a diverse independent community, it lacks interesting and exciting 
environmental features.  Therefore, it is so important to teach our students about ecosystems such as 
deserts and rainforests.  This develops on content already learnt in Year 8 and dives into a deep outlook 
of animal and plant adaptations that inspires curiosity to travel and explore.  It is the only subject 
that links wildlife to content in GCSE and student’s deserve to learn about how people are currently 
impacting this (deforestation) and what changes can we make locally/globally.

Ecosystems

Economic Development Our world revolves around money and this has changed over the past hundreds of years.  It is really 
interesting for students to learn how their future jobs and economic income, will differ from their parents 
and will definitely differ from their grandparents and why.  Students also deserve to know how their 
country has changed and how we have developed our HIC status for the people that live here today (the 
students), we also use Nigeria as a contrasting example.  This gives students a broad knowledge of a 
country, which is completely different to our own.  It also helps link the UK to Nigeria and shows how we 
are helping LIC countries to develop economically and socially.

Economic Development

Climate change
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Year 10

Year 11

What? Why?
UK Physical 
Landscapes - Rivers

UK physical landscapes is a perfect scheme for students.  When we learnt about the diverse 
landscapes and process worldwide, we sometimes forget what natural beauty we have at our doorstep.  
Both rivers and coasts allow students to develop on Year 8 prior knowledge and mix it with prior 
knowledge or learnt content.  It gives student’s the visual aid and knowledge to want to visit the British 
isles and know the reason why it looks as such.  For students in Oldham, this is an opportunity to see 
where their families could visit/travel to without flying abroad. 

UkK Physical 
Landscapes - Coasts

Fieldwork - Physical Fieldwork is an essential aspect of geography as it ensure that students are given the opportunity to 
consolidate and extend their geographical understanding by relating learning to real experiences of the 
world.  The scheme focusing around fieldwork allows students to use independent IT and GIS skills to 
create, and analyse and present a variety of data methods. Fieldwork - Human

Urban Issues & 
Challenges

This scheme allows students to link their urban lifestyles to a NEE city (Rio) completely different to 
their own.  Rio is our focus for South America (changed from an African country due to the amount we 
touch on that continent over the 5 years), as it shows communities which live crazy lifestyles.  The way 
of living provides many issues for the people of Brazil and I think it is important that students have a 
humble outlook on life with free education and healthcare.  We use Manchester as our HIC example, 
so students can learn about the completely different lifestyles 20 minutes down the road.  It also shows 
them how the future economy is going to set them up for life and hopefully pushes ambition and 
motivation as we learn about average wages, top jobs and which sectors bring in the most money.

Urban Issues & 
Challenges

What? Why?
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

Food, water and energy are fundamental to human development.  Students have grown up surrounded 
by a lifestyle that naturally revolves around these factors.  As the world changes, it is imperative that 
students learn how people worldwide unfortunately do not have a country with such easy access, which 
may hit home for a few.  So we show students how our world is having to change, including, we have 
chosen food as our resource, as it is a topic that students would not learn about otherwise.  Energy 
is touched on in science, and water is a hot topic – whereas many students (adults included) are not 
aware of the science behind growing food globally.

RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

EXAM PREP

EXAM PREP
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find us online

www.facebook.com/OAOldham

@OldhamOasis

www.oasisacademyoldham.org

@oasisoldhamart
@oasisoldhamfood
@oasisoldhamMFL
@oasisoldhamscience@oasisoldhamenglish@oaoceiag
@oasfilm
@oaogeography
@oaoreligion

See us on Instagram

Contact us:

Principal - Miss D Gobbi

Oasis Academy Oldham
Hollins Road
Hollinwood
Oldham
OL8 4JZ

T. 0161 624 9630
E. Transition.Team@oasisoldham.org
W. www.oasisacademyoldham.org


